








Abstract:
The article is composed on the topic: Importance of Dower 

justification of some Concerning Issues in Contemporary Era.In which

the importance of Dower in marriage and relevant issues are identified.

The article contains jurisprudential views of Hanafi Scholars about

dower in the light of Tafseer Tibyan ul Quran.Some people show less

importance in dower  a djustment Today the couple marry without any

adjustment of dower. They don't pay this loan to their wives according

to orders of Allah Almighty. Likely,some people fix the quantity of dower

less than prescribed sum in Sharia. While some people adjust a great

sum of Dower which is not payed  due to financial  crisis of a husband.

Also, the people should know that sum of dower should be handed

over the wife. As,it should be also known that sum of dower may be

excused by the wife. In the article,it is declared that sum of Dower is a

compulsory gift for the wife.It should be considered a marital

obligation.The most important issues of dower,like marriage contract

without  fixation of  Dower, minimum and maximum sum of  Dower,who

is entitled for Dower; wife or her beneficiaries, excuse of  Dower by

wife, and some other relevant issues  are here by discussed in the

Particularly, payment of Dower is defined,as a religious obligation.All

the above metioned  Issues have been solved in the light of the Holy

Quran and Sunnah and all the views have been justified and analyzed  

according to the casuistry  of  great jurespenda 
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